The wonder of the Earth, our bodies and maintaining a balance with our earthly experiences, health and Service is a focus for this month. With the Energy of Hazel Moon, the honoring of the Earth and all things physical is a perfect time for Earth magick. The celebration of Earth and Her Vital Life Force is seen all about us as the plant world gives way its harvest, as well as our Life Events we participate in daily.

During this month, it will be to your benefit to concentrate on health needs (be they improving what you have or healing what is a physical ailment). Also, be in great honor of the Earth and all that Earth experiences offer you as a gift of The Great Goddess.

Create your purpose for physical and worldly vitality and on the full moon, give honor with a ritual that will enhance these desires.

Spirit of Purpose
The Magick of Earthly Alignment

⭐ Be in a clear focus on your purpose (i.e., to allow and maintain a vital, healthy body.)
⭐ Establish date and time (Full Moon is a wonderful time to celebrate).
⭐ Gather specific components for your ritual (colors of candles are orange, red, green
and blue); plants: Marigold (good self image); Mint (health and healing); Ginger (health and healing, grounding and sexuality); Clove (health, healing, safety and protection, fertility, sexuality). Stones: Agates, obsidian, jet, common stone, turquoise. Incense: Sandalwood

Daily, until your ceremony, place your seed desire into the Heart of the Great Mother, the Heart of the Moon, and Your Heart for the ultimate desire of your Chakra alignment.

Before the ceremony carve the words “Vitality” or “Health” or “Manifestation” into your candle. When you have completed your carving, anoint your candle with oil, aligning yourself with a deep feeling of fulfillment. Keep a mindful attitude of what you are doing. When done put your candle with your altar items.

- Acknowledge with affirmation: “I am Health (or whatever you want) Personified. I am Earthly Aligned with the Divine Great Work and I walk with pride knowing this.”

Gather all the elements and tools for your altar, (include plants, stones, etc. that you have chosen for your Spirit of Earth Alignment).

- Create an incantation that will be used in your ceremony. It is best done with your own words and written in your own hand.

- An example of an incantation: Vital Life Force, Health Within me, surely through my body your power I see. Vital Life Force, energy of the Divine I invoke your power to now heal me. Vital Life Force, I am aligned with the Divine and free to Be.

- Write out your complete ceremony that you wish to follow (as suggested in the Magickal Formula). Write it in your magickal spells book (from beginning to end).

An hour or so before your ceremony begin by preparing yourself and placing all items on your altar.

- Self Purification - (bath/shower, sage or other cleansing incense/elixir)
- Cleanse the place where ritual will occur (sage or other incense to clear the area, elixir for room clearing, symbolic sweeping with a broom)
- Set an altar with a cloth to place your items for symbols of fire (candle with specific color), water (in cup or shell), air (incense or double edged knife) and earth (a stone or pentacle symbol) as well as sacred items that align your heart and mind with the Spirit of Purpose.
– Set your mind and emotions on only the Ceremony and its purpose. *(Very important component.)*

– Create a sacred vortex (a conduit for energy to be mixed and aligned with God/Goddess, the Spirit of your purpose). *Mind and emotions must maintain the focus of purpose.*

– Align with the 4-quarters. Sanctify the circle by honoring of elements/elementals. Call in the Goddess, deities and the Spirit of Purpose in the manner that is most comfortable for you, but always with clarity and deliberate focus of purpose.

– Speak out your incantation for what you desire. Raise energy (feeling and sensing a rise of energy from your womb, begin to visualize it forming a ball of light (i.e., for Earth connection, use emerald green or blue), hold tight your sphincter muscle and let the energy rise to your heart, then with a large exhale, direct the energy ball of light from your heart into the circle, knowing that it forms the spirit of your purpose).

– Meditate in the energy you have created. Visualize the manifest complete and utilize the powers of knowing that it is so: Feel it, put a smell to it, a taste, sound, and see it so. When you feel it deep within, end your meditation.

– Give gratitude to the Goddess, deities, elements and elementals, the 4-quarters and conduit alignment above and below. Acknowledge that all is within you now.

– Close your circle by snuffing out your candle (or letting it burn until completely out), and walking in the opposite direction that you set your circle to gather all energy unto yourself.

– Say *Awen* (So it is, So Mote it Be, Blessed Be, It is complete).

**The following may provide you information for setting your circle after you have cleansed the area and set your items on the altar (cleanse them as well).**

Draw a circle by standing in the center of your space, face East (the initiating place for honoring the Earth in the time frame of Spring), allow yourself to draw in white light from the heart of WomanSpirit to your heart. Feel it well up inside like a ball of light, release this light into your right index finger, and circle clock-wise, releasing the light as you complete one full turn around the circle.

Then, walk the circle like a spiral from the perimeter to the center. On your first pass say,
“Spirit of Earth, Angel of Sacred Earthly power, I call you from the Inner Planes.”

As you walk the circle/spiral and return to the initiating place again, call out,

“Spirit of Earth, Angel of Sacred Earthly power, be my guest and stay this hour.”

Then make the third spiral pass into the center and say,

“Spirit of Earth, Angel of Sacred Earthly Power, Enter here and enter now.”

As your return to the initiating place, begin giving honor to the 4-quarters and calling in the elements as well. At your altar light the candle for fire, initiating purpose, touch your water and acknowledge the Spirit of Water that allows you to flow with the essence of purpose and sprinkle water on your to honor the blessings of water, touch your stone and affirm the power to manifest your right alignment with Earth, through health, manifestation, peace and other desires you may have in connection to Earth. Light the incense for air and acknowledge the life force that brings the light of the Universe through you and into your world. Then begin your opening:

Face the West:

WomanSpirit I ask to align with the light of the west  
I ask that this portal be open  
I align with the enchantment of the water  
WomanSpirit, I ask to align with the Archangel Gabriel and the Goddess Arianrhod, guardians of the pure flow of Vital Life Force Energy  
WomanSpirit, I ask to become one with the flow and ever opening doors of my power to live with Vital Life Force Energy and Manifest from my deepest desires.

Face the North:

WomanSpirit I ask to align with the light of the North  
I, ask that this north portal be open  
I, align with the enchantment of Earth  
WomanSpirit I ask to align with Archangel Auriel and Goddess Eriu, guardians of Earth who can assist me in allowing the flow of Life Vitality through my earthly body and earthly experiences  
WomanSpirit may I become one with the purpose of honoring my healthy body and fulling manifestations through the earth.

Face the East:
WomanSpirit I align with the light of the east
I ask that this portal be open
I align with the enchantment of air
WomanSpirit, I ask to align with the Archangel Raphael and the Goddess Diedre, guardians of Pure Insight that I see clearly the power of my inner sight that recognizes the Life Force and Vital energy that moves through my earthly experiences.
WomanSpirit I ask to be one with the vision of the sacredness of earthly experiences: body, health and vitality of manifesting.

Facing the South:

WomanSpirit I ask to align with the light of the south
I ask that this portal be open
I align with the enchantment of fire
WomanSpirit I ask to align with Archangel Michael and the Goddess Taillte, the guardians of inspiration who can help ignite the power of Life Force Vitality within me.
WomanSpirit I desire to become one with the purpose of physical balance.

The invocation to the Goddess and Deity of Vital Life Force Energy and Earthly Alignment. Stand with arms raised and legs separated revealing the stance of a five pointed star that honors the Goddess and say:

At this time and in this hour
I call in the Goddesses most sacred power
Great Goddess, WomanSpirit
I call your presence here and now
The Spirit of my Circle flows
From your loving heart my vessel is purified and my Earthly Connection is Sacred

Create a symbol of Anu (five pointed start within a circle) and say

Flidais, Earth Goddess of Natural Vitality, Earthly power to Manifest, and goddess of health, fertility and earthly wonders:
Reveal to me the potency of my will to transform the energies of my body. Reveal to me the perfect power to release Vital Life Force Energy.
Reveal to me the path that I must follow to maintain the balance of this energy.
Be the ever present guide to assist me in holding the form of my vessel and forming the union with the Divine Mother so I may manifest Her glorified energy through the vessel of my earthly container.

Speak out your incantation for what you desire: (yours or the suggested one)

★ Vital Life Force, Health Within me, surely through my body your power I see. Vital Life Force, energy of the Divine I invoke your power to now heal me. Vital Life Force, I am aligned with the Divine and free to Be.

Raise energy (feeling and sensing a rise of energy from your womb, begin to visualize it forming a ball of light (i.e., for health and vitality, orange or red, green or blue), hold tight your sphincter muscle and let the energy rise to your heart, then with a large exhale, direct the energy ball of light from your heart into the circle, knowing that it forms the spirit of your purpose).

★ Meditate in the energy you have created. Visualize the manifest complete and utilize the powers of knowing that it is so: Feel it, put a smell to it, a taste, sound, and see it so. When you feel it deep within, end your meditation.

★ Give gratitude to the Goddess, deities, elements and elementals, the 4-quarters and conduit alignment above and below. Acknowledge that all is within you now.

★ Close your circle by snuffing out your candle (or blowing it out knowing that the light goes out to the world), and walking in the opposite direction that you set your circle to gather all energy unto yourself.

★ Say Awen (So it is, So Mote it Be, It is complete).

Awen – It is so it is!